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Far-field polarization vortices were recently found on singlet bands in the momentum-space of
two-dimensional photonic lattices, also known as the dark states and bound states in continuum.
Here, we theoretically proposed and experimentally verified the existence of the polarization vortices
at the degenerate points of photonic dispersions, whose vortex cores can be radiative bright states.
Half-charged vortices were generated from the Dirac points of pi Berry phase and integer-charged
vortices were generated from a quadratic degeneracy. Using a home-made polarization-resolved
momentum-space imaging spectroscopy, we observed the complete evolution of the splitting from
one quadratic point to a pair of Dirac cones by tracking the winding of the polarization vectors and
the full spectrum of iso-frequency contours.
Quantized vortices, the most fundamental topological
excitations [1, 2], have recently been observed in the Bril-
louin zone (BZ) of two-dimensional periodic photonic [3]
and plasmonic [4] slabs. Such vortices can exist at mul-
tiple momentum points across the entire BZ and their
topological charges characterize the winding numbers of
far-field polarization vectors in momentum space [5]. The
configuration of vortices, a fascinating topological struc-
ture, gives a new perspective view on understanding
properties of photonic states, such as the topological na-
ture of bound states in the continuum [6]. So far, the
vortices centered at non-degenerate states are widely dis-
cussed, while those centered at degenerate states have not
been well investigated yet. Due to the extensive existence
of degenerate states in photonic bands [7], researching
on those vortices is of fundamental significance. It could
complement the general picture of polarization vortices
and dig out new physical phenomena.
Degenerate states are classified into two categories ac-
cording to the dispersions in vicinity: Quadratic degen-
eracy points and linear degeneracy points (Dirac points),
as shown in Fig. 1. Note that Dirac points induced by
accidental degeneracy [8–10] are not included here .Those
states are topologically different according to their Berry
phase which is a phase change acquired over a cycle evo-
lution of Bloch states. Berry phase of quadratic degener-
acy points are trivial (0 or 2pi), while that of Dirac points
are nontrivial (pi) [11–13]. Meanwhile, as the far-field po-
larization vector represents the zero-order Fourier com-
ponent of the Bloch state, far-field polarization vortices
mentioned above should carry the fingerprint of Berry
phase. Therefore, the winding of polarization vectors will
be an integer multiple of pi, implying that the polariza-
tion vector has to be parallel or anti-parallel to itself after
a closed loop centered at the degenerate state. For the
quadratic case, it is even, forming a integer vortex that
corresponds to trivial Berry phase. On the other hand,
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FIG. 1. Topology of the surface that characterizes the dis-
persion of (a) quadratic and (b) linear degeneracy points,
corresponding to trivial (0 or 2pi) and nontrivial (pi) Berry
phase, respectively. The far-field polarizations (denoted by
double sided arrows) are shown at the top and the bottom
of the surface, with the topological charges shown at the top
centers.
the Dirac cones are half vortices corresponding to non-
trivial Berry phase.
In this paper, we theoretically and experimentally
demonstrated such vortices, integers at quadratic degen-
eracy points and half ones at Dirac points in the plas-
monic structures. The plasmonic structures studied here
are periodically corrugated thin PMMA layer covered flat
silver substrates [14]. Due to periodicity of the air hole
arrays, the surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) could be
excited, forming well-defined band structures. Because
of the specific symmetries (C4v or C6v), a pair of bands
can be degenerate quadratically at high-symmetry point,
such as the center (Γ point) of the BZ. This quadratic
degeneracy can be further regarded as a pair of linear de-
generacies continuable to Dirac points, which can be ob-
tained by symmetry breaking [15]. Besides, Dirac points
can also be found at C3v-symmetry point, such as K
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FIG. 2. Band structures (left panel) and the corresponding
polarization maps (right panel) of quadratic and linear degen-
eracies. The bands of interest are denoted by solid lines, while
others by dashed lines. (a) In a plasmonic structure with C4v
symmetry, a pair of bands can be degenerate quadratically at
Γ point. (b) In the C2v-symmetry structure, a pair of bands
can be degenerate linearly along high-symmetry line (here,
Γ–M direction).
point in the honeycomb lattice [13, 16, 17]. Here we
took the former approach to observe the evolution from
a quadratic degeneracy point splitting into a pair of lin-
ear degeneracy points. The corresponding integer vor-
tices splitting into pairs of half vortices is also shown.
The sum of those half vortices after symmetry breaking
equals to that of integer vortices, approving the law of
charge conservation.
The band structures along Γ–M direction and the
corresponding polarization vectors of quadratic and lin-
ear degeneracies are calculated by using finite element
method (COMSOL Multi-physics), as shown in Fig. 2.
The structures studied are illustrated in Fig. 2(a) and
(b). The silver substrates are 200 nm thick, ensuring that
there is no light transmitted. The thickness of PMMA is
80 nm, and the period (a) of square arrays of rectangu-
lar air holes is 600 nm. The length-width ratio l/w (l, w
are the length and width of a rectangle hole respectively
and the direction of l is along the diagonal lines of the
square lattice) of air holes equals 1 and 1.48 in Fig. 2
(a) and (b), respectively. In Fig. 2(a), when l/w = 1,
the upper and lower bands are quadratically degenerate
at Γ point, which is protected by C4v symmetry. The
corresponding polarization vectors plotted on a small re-
gion of BZ near Γ point for both two bands are shown
aside. It should be noted that since one cannot distin-
guish the electric-field direction with its opposite direc-
tion due to the time-harmonic oscillations, we represent
the polarization vector fields using line segments with-
out arrows, which still allows us to precisely exhibit the
vortices. Clearly, the topological charges for those bands
at Γ point are both −1. When the length of the rectan-
gle hole is increased to l/w = 1.48 (all other parameters
fixed), the symmetry reduces to C2v. Consequently, the
quadratic degeneracy protected by C4v splits into a pair
of Dirac cones along Γ–M direction, see Fig. 2(b). From
the polarization distributions shown aside, it is found
that the topological charge of −1 disappears at Γ point
and a pair of singularities appear along Γ–M. Those sin-
gularities corresponds to Dirac points. The polarization
vector is anti-parallel to itself after a closed loop centered
at those singularities, indicating pi winding of the polar-
ization vectors, namely half vortices. The same results
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FIG. 3. The SEM images of the plasmonic structures and
experimentally measured band structures (extinction spectra)
along Γ–M direction. From top to bottom, the width (w) of
the holes stays the same: w = 290 nm, while the length l
increases: l = 290, 385, 430 nm. The white scale bars: 1
µm. (a) l/w = 1, corresponds to C4v symmetry. A quadratic
degeneracy point appears at Γ point. (b) l/w = 1.33 and (c)
l/w = 1.48 correspond to C2v symmetry. As l/w increases,
a pair of Dirac points appear along the Γ–M direction and
move towards the M points.
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FIG. 4. Extinction map of the band of interest in the BZ, obtained by summing 12 iso-frequency contours. Central plot:
Unpolarized extinction map. Side plots: Polarization resolved extinction maps. The arrows aside indicate the direction of the
polarizer. Different colors correspond to different wavelengths, with the colormap shown beside. The centers of integer and
half vortices are marked by grey and red dots in the unpolarized plot. Measured polarization vector configurations of those
vortices are shown around vortex centers. (a) C4v-symmetry system, l/w = 1. (b) C2v-symmetry system, l/w = 1.48.
are also observed in the case of reducing the C6v sym-
metry of the hexagonal lattice, shown in Supplemental
Material (SM) [18]. In general, along with splitting the
quadratic degeneracy into pairs of Dirac degeneracy by
symmetry breaking, the topological evolution of an inte-
ger vortex splitting into a pair of half vortices, consistent
with charge conservation, is clearly exhibited, showing
their different topological nature.
To experimentally verify above discussions, we per-
formed angle-resolved reflectivity measurements via a
momentum-space imaging spectroscopy [4] on a series
of samples with different l/w fabricated using electron-
beam lithography. As shown in Fig. 3, we plotted
the band structures defined by the peaks of the extinc-
tion spectra (one minus reflectivity) as a function of
wavelength along Γ–M direction. When l/w = 1, the
quadratic degeneracy at Γ point is protected by the C4v
symmetry of the structure and thus there is only one
peak of the extinction spectra in the wavelength range
of interest; see Fig. 3(a). When l/w 6= 1, the C4v sym-
metry of the structures is broken to C2v. At Γ point,
there are two peaks instead of one peak in the C4v case.
Meanwhile, another two peaks emerge along Γ–M, cor-
responding to the pair of linear degeneracy points, as
shown in Fig. 3(b) and (c). When l/w = 1.33, the Dirac
points whose wavelength is 706 nm appear at wave vec-
tor k‖ = ±0.023 × 2pi/a along Γ–M. As l/w becomes
larger (l/w = 1.48), the Dirac points will move outwards
along Γ–M and appear at k‖ = ±0.027× 2pi/a, with the
wavelength 702 nm. The experimental results along Γ–
M direction agree well with theoretical ones (Fig. 2).
The plotted experimental data along other directions are
provided in SM [18].
To directly observe the vortices at band degeneracies,
we measured the polarization-resolved iso-frequency con-
tours and summed them with a range of wavelengths [4].
In Fig. 4, we plotted the summed iso-frequency con-
tours of the lower bands of the C4v-symmetry structure
(l/w = 1) and C2v-symmetry structure (l/w = 1.48), as
shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b), respectively. The center one
is measured under unpolarized illumination, while the
ones outside are polarization resolved. Signal will dimin-
ish in the polarization resolved plots as dark areas, due to
perpendicular far-field polarization of such states to the
polarizer. Here, distribution of polarization vectors form-
ing vortices are plotted in the central figure, and vortex
centers are shown. In the case of C4v-symmetry struc-
ture, as the angle change of polarization vectors is −2pi
along a closed loop counterclockwise around the vortex
center [5], this indicates a vortex of −1. Meanwhile, we
obtain −1/2 vortices in the case of C2v symmetry.
These vortices can be viewed as rotating dark patterns
along with the polarizer in summed iso-frequency con-
tours, which gives a more vivid picture of winding polar-
ization vectors. The shape, spinning speed and spinning
direction of such patterns directly reveal the sign and
magnitude of the charges carried by the vortices. For
the C4v-symmetry structure, we can see that there is one
dark strip spinning around the Γ point. Note that the
state at the degeneracy point is always excited under
4any polarization, thus making the dark strip appearing
disconnected. The strip rotates pi clockwise when the po-
larizer rotates pi counterclockwise, indicating the charge
of the degeneracy point is −1. As for the C2v-symmetry
structure, there are two spinning dark radials rather than
one strip in the C4v case. And the state at Γ point can be
either excited or not under different polarizations, which
is distinguished from the degenerate state of C4v sym-
metry. The radials in C2v system rotate 2pi clockwise
when the polarizer rotate pi counterclockwise, showing
the charges here are both −1/2. Evidently when symme-
try of the structure is changed from C4v to C2v, the −1
charge at the quadratic degeneracy point splits into two
−1/2 charges at the linear degeneracy points, approv-
ing charge conservation. Two animations showing those
spinning patterns are present in SM [18]. For an intuitive
understanding, we give a schematic view of the spinning
dark patterns for the half vortices; see SM [18]. Last but
not least, we emphasize that vortices near both quadratic
and linear degeneracies don’t necessarily lead to bound
states in the continuum, even though the polarizations
are ill-defined at those degeneracies.
In summary, we have experimentally observed topolog-
ical integer and half vortices at band degeneracies of the
plasmonic structures in momentum space. Integer vor-
tices could appear near the quadratic degeneracy while
half vortices near the linear degeneracy. Via controlling
the symmetry of the structure, the evolution from one
quadratic degeneracy point to a pair of linear degener-
acy points is clearly exhibited, consistent with charge
conservation. These unique vortices at band degenera-
cies enrich the various topological phenomena in photon-
ics [19–27] and can accessibly enable half vector-vortex
beams [28, 29] or even lasers [30–33].
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